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This paper discusses an absentee p ogram conducted as part of a larger

)1educational research effort in a ashington, D metropolitan a school

system. The research program, termed PREP (Preparation through Responsive

Educational PrOgrams), is currently involved in developing an effective aca-

demic and social program for junior high school students with learning and/

or behavior problems which can be incorporated into a school system and

complement the traditional and currently-practiced approaches. The main

"features of the larger program are the use of individualized instructional,

procedures in teaching reading, language, and mathematics skills; a special

class with,PREELdeveloped; curricula to improve social and communication

skills; frequent contact with parents to keep them informed' of their child's

progress in school; the use of a motivational system based on principles of

operant psychology; and spellal training for teachers. (For a more detailed

description of the PREP program,, see Cohen et al., 1974). The success of

the program in terms o academic and social behavior gains has been demon-
,

strated in several school settings (see Filipczak & Friedman, 1976).

The academic and ocial success of a student can-be greatly hindered by

failure of that studen to attend school classes. Further, frequent aJpsences, '-

have been demonstrated to be'related to involveMent in delinquency. As far
9

'back as 1926, Healy an Bronner reported that 40 percent of offenders in the

Chi's and Boston are had at one time been.truanand had been considered

an Absentee-problem in choOl. GlueckancLGluedk (1,950) found, mat 94.8 per-

cent of a sample___IDCWO inatitutiOnalized delinquent boys had been truant,

t of a matched non-delinquent group had b truant. .

_

In the CASE study (.Cohe et al. , 1968)'; it was reported that proximately '
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50 percent of the juvenile-d<enders involved in the prograi at the Oational

1 .
Training School were considered to have been absentee problems by their

school districts.,

Despite the consistent-findings of high rates of absenteeism in delin-

quent populations, it is difficult to determine if a causal relationship

exists betveen.delinquency and absenteeism.' Part of the difficulty is that

attendance problems may be related to poor achievement in school in general.

Alsol several authors have demonstrated that school achievement and delinquency

are related (for example, Amos, 1975; Gold, 1970). Senna et al. (1975) pet*

formed a factor analySis of various-measures of school performance,. They _

arrived at three basic factors which are equivalent to academic achieVement,

1 social behavior, and attendance. They then studied the relationship between

`these three separate dimensions of soh-eel:performance and self-reported
r,

delinquency and found that each of these dimensions was significantly related

to delinquency. This finding supports t4 position that attendance is sig-

nificantly related-t6 delinquency, independent o

between attendance and other measures o

y possible relationship

performance. In previous

research in a suburban junior high school, PX.EP had also found that atten-

dance could be identified as'a separate factor from academic achievement and

social behavior in school..

Although it, cannot be conclusively demonstrated at this point,.it does

=-
appear that absenteeism may be a factor contributing to delinqUeney. Ilf this

relationship,between delinquency and rate of absenteeism is accepted, then-a

logical implication would be the developMent of delinquency preventio pro-

grams that have schdlol attendance as an important focus. For years educators

have tried to deal with the absence problem, seeking out reasons and develop-
.

ing pypotheses to explain the problem, but, more often than not, failing to

ach eve any significant change in the behavior of the .ktudents.

-2-
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Within recent ye'ars, there has been an increasing number of demonstra-

tions of the usefulness of behavioral technology for education. Copeland

et al. (1972) have directly applied this approach to the problem of absen-

teeism, using praise from a principal to the parents as a means of improving

school attendance for a small number of students. Other authors (Brooks,

1975; King et al., 1975) have also applied a behavioral approach to the prob-

lem-of school absences with mixed results.

The present paper reports on the results/ of a study in which a special

feedbaQk prograq, based on behavioral princi les, was developed and imple-

mented in an attempt to reduce absenteeism i junior high school students.

The program to tie.reported'on was developed such a way as to facilitate

/
its adoption by schools with their regular staffs and budgets. Therefore,

only social reinforcement was used, and the amount of staff time requited

was kept to a minimum.

METHOD

Subjects And Setting

The attendance grogram operated within the cd text of,the PREP project

at a rural 'middle school- in a community outside,the\Washington metropolitan

1-- 4 N,

area. The subjects we g. three grnS '601trgVide students matched by

sex and achievdment test scores. Each group was comppSsd- of 18 male and 14

female students. The mean achievement rate was between §,.9 and 6.0 grade

level for all three groups. \
\..,

. .

Thehrst group of subjects were students-enrolled in the academic phase

Of'PREP. These'. studerits attended individualized reading, math, and English

classes three periods d day, along with their regularly-scheduled classes.
,

.

This gro served as the experimental group. The second group of subjects

li

were stud nts participating in the Seoul skills component of PREP. They

-35-



received intensive social skills trhining one class period a dayl while at--

tending six other regular school classes. The third group-, which 'served -as

the no-treatm t control su bjects, were students 'who did not part*ipate in

4
any PREP pr ams or activities.

Procedure

Absentee data were obtained from a daly absentee list compiled by the

guidance office and distributed to all teachers. From thid list, indikidual

daily cumulative records of absenteeism were kept for all three groups of

students.

The first quarter of the s%hOol year was used as a baseline period for

all three groups of students. During this time, the regular school atten-

dance policy was in effect for all students/ This policy focused totally on

actions.to be taken after excessive absences. Students who had been absent

three consecutive days were to be contacted by phone by the school nurse.

dents with either five days of unexcused absence (no note from parents)

or 1 days of excused absence during one m king period were not passed for

is policy remaine effect throughout the study for the

two comp ison groups_ ppendix for complete policy).

41"htii4lof the second marking period, two changes in the school

attendance icy were made for the experimental group. The first of these

changes was th additiorl of "positive" phone calls and letters to parents

when their chil ren had ericled school for a rescribed-niffleber of consecu-

tive days' The .econd change was an increase n the immediacy with which°,

parents redeived r.hone calIb nd letters when their-dhildren were absent..

These phone calls and letters were to insure that the parents were aware of'

the absence, to i form them of the school' attendancel 11cy, and to express

concern on behalf f PREP and the school.

6
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The Ischedule for the'positive" phoneCalls and letters for attendance

and folloW-up calls for absenteeism was iniitially,determined by the:prate-of

a student's absende during the first nine-week period. Student attendance

records were then Maintained on''a daily basis, and these up-to-date-records

provided the basis for determining the schedule of phone calls for the

remainder of the school year. Four rates of absenteeism were, decided upon:

Rate A: Two days absent per month,

Rate B: Three days absent per mohth,

-Rate C: Four or five days absent per month,.ind

Rate D: 'Six or more days absent per month.

Table 1 used to determine the rate of absenteeism, of a student during ,

icus,any-par lar month of the school year. Each of these four rates' corre-

sponded to-a particular schedule of reinforcement (Table 2):

Inseit Tables 1 and 2.

It can be seen from this table that the parent of a student with an absence '

rate of A would receive appositive phone call or letter a` ,ter 10 Consecutive

days okattendance,°while a parent, of a student With an'absen'ee rate of D

would receive a positive, call or letter after three consecu tive days of at-
.

tendance. Students whose rates of absenteeism were below the lowest rate

received positive phone calls or letters after 20 consecutive days of atten-

dance. This flexib le -schedule was desiOed to allow for a thinning or enrich-
/

ing.of the schedule of reinforcement as the student made progress or regressed.

All'students whose absence rates mere B, C, or D wege considered at1 .

thndance problems. This was based on the report of the prindipal that

absenteeism totaling more than 20 days'a year (11.1 percent) was not acceptable.

7
-5-
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'This-is consistent with Rankin (1961), after am extensive review of

'school attendance records and reasons for absenteeism, concluded that 91 per-
,

''cent was a reasonable,and acceptable perceitage for students.

Follow-up'phone calls to the parents of these students were made on the

'first day of any absence. For students in the experimental group whose-

rates of absence were lower than two days per month, follow-up phone calls

or letters were made on the second consecutive day of absence..

All phone calls, letters, and cumulative' records for each student were

the responsibility of a member of the PREP staff. This person was a non -x

professional data aide, who received special training for these _tasks.

Results

The mean and standard deviation for the number of days.absent during

the program year (1974-75) and the preceding year (1973-74) are presented in

Table 3. Both the experimental and control groups do not include 32 subjects

because of either incomplete records_ or the transfer of students to other-

Schools. It can be seen from this table that during the year prior to the

program, the control'group showed less absence than either of the.other two

groups. During the program year, this difference Was totally wap out for

the social group an tel elimina

'

Insert Table 3.

f4.

academic group.

These data were -first analyzed with an ysis of covariance, with the

absence for the,previouS year ing as the covariate. An Fof 7.60, sig-

nificant at the evel- was obtained. Comparisons between means, using the

euls procedure, revealed that the social and control groups differed,

8
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significantly from each other (.05), and_both the academic versus- control and-

social versus academic comparisons were marginally significant (.10).

Additionally, an analysis. of covariance was pe.iformed with the'data from

the program year only. For purposes of this analysis, absences during the

first marking period (before the special program began) were used's the co-.

-vatiate; No significant differences were found between groups.

Finally, subjects were divided on the basis of whether or not they had

improved in attendance from the 1973-74 school year:fo the 1574-75 school

year. Table 4 summarizes the results of this comparison.

Insert Table 4.

These data were compiled because they are not so sensitive to the effects of

Me or two individuals with excessive absences. Chi square analyses were per-

formed on these data to determine if there was a relationship between progress

from 1973-74 to 1974-75 and prograth condition. Two-by-two analyses showed

significant differences between academic and control.(p<.05) and margipally

significant differences between social and control (p<-.10). No differences

were present betneen academic and social.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study are'clear in some respects but ambiguous in '
rt

others. First, it seems apparent-from comparisons between 1973-74 and 1974-

75 attendance records that both the socia1group and academic grOUp improved

significantly in relation to the control group. For the academic group, this ,

.wasas most clear in the chi square analyses, Where-the effects of very high
fr

.
. ,

.

Absence'rates.by, two individUals did not eliminate the generally positive

9... . ,,
..7- i.



results with the;remainder of the groi4p. MArginal.differences were also

found on
;

the analysis of covariance between the control and academic groups.

Precisely the oppoSite picture appearep for:the social group. Differences

1between this-group and the control group wer rge_ 'On the analysis of co-

variance and only marginally significant-onthe chi square analysis._

One of the estions that these results raises has to do with

separating the specific effects of thc attendance program from the general

effects of involvement in the PREP program. This is problematical for two

reasons. First, the social group, which did not participate in. the special

attendance program, showed improvement nonethelesst suggesting general effectt.

Second, the analysis of covariance with the attendance for the first marking

period serving as the covarlete did not show significant differences. This

may have been partly due to the fact that there were positive effects already

present during the first marking period, before the special attendance program

--
began, simply as a result of students' participatiori in PREP. It seems likel,

however, in reviewing the attendance data across marking periods; that this

.

failure to find significant differences was Also due to extremely high absences

in the latter part of the year by two students. Without these two students,

who totaled 59 and 39 days-absent the' last two marking periods, respectively,

the data show 'a consistent improvement in, the academic group relative to the

control group across the school year-.

It appears, therefore, that the results of this study are due to a com-

.

bination of general effects due to the program features of PREP, and speci 'c

effects,/due to the attendance program. It does not appear, However, that the-
1

special procedures of.the attendance pr6gram were adequate for students with

high degrees' of-abSence the previous year. The three st)19,006 in the academic
.

. /

group w4ththe highest rates Of absence during the 1973-74 year all increased

0



in absences during the 1974-75 year. interesting point should be noted--'

-' of the total -subject population 88 students, *ven students were "without'

home Phones. Consequently, ey had:to be contacted through the use.of
,

letters. These included a three academic students with the highest

absentee rates. For tudents with extremely high absence rates,

steps would seem to be required.

addition,:

The effects of the special attendance program in the academic vamp may

also be seen in additional analyses performed as:par cosfa geferal

of the PREP program for 1974-75. These analyses in olved'a series

moment correlations between three measures of indi
.

-the program: (1) residual gain scores from 'the prior year to the present

evaluation,

of product

dual student success in

year in attendance; (2)_ residual gain,scores from

,1924) to post-test (given in May, 1975) on the S

ro
re-test (giVen in September,

ford Achievement Test (SAT);

and (3) grade point average.' These analyses were done separately for the .

academic, social, and Control groups,-and the results are summarized in Table

.

Insel6bie 5,

4'

that the most. It canbe seen from this table zeable correlations were ob

tained in the academic group, where gains in, attendance were significantly
.

correlated both withresidual/gAT gain scores (r=+:52, p<.01) and with grade
' /

point average (r=+.40, p<.05). 'Filitczak et al., 1975). turther, the academic

group'signifiCantly differed rom the control group

in each fvalue-of the correlation' coefficient obtained

at.the ,01 level in the

tike three analyses;

positive co-i*The consistent pattern revealed by these analyses was for high
S.

"

. 0 ,

0 . ,

relations in the academic group; 1c144 positive and non-si4nificant correlation's
.

,

'in the social group; and low, non - significant, negative correlations in the;

control

a, .

11
-9-
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was pointed out earlier in this paper'that one important issue con-
....

,Cerning the relationship between absenteeism and juvenile delinquency donr-'

#
e cerns the relationship between Absenteeism and othei measures of school

performance. It can bd seen from the analySes just reviewed ,that it is not

7

pogsible to make general statements about these relationships, even when

O

the 'analysis is_restricted tO.progress made from one year to the follOwing
. 4

.

,
_ ,

year. It doet appear that the academic program, with the special attendance6 ..

-. / '
V

%
. f , .

.
vg

features includedctended ;tohave-across-the-board gains with those students ,

. . . '
,

.

.who:Apenefited, in"con'trast to the other two groups.,
,i'. ,

At .,.

'It sboUld also be reiterated"thalLthe speciar atteioanceprogram described
. , --,,

. ,

. in .this report was conducted with a, Minimum of expense and staff time. It-
,. , .

.,.
_,

. ,

,
. .

included several, impOrtant features which distingufshed it frorkthe existing
,,, i.

t
. .

',L,

school Program and merit:reemphasis.' First, it very promine4tly included. .

. ,'4

t.
0,00.tivereinforcemnt for imprOved.aTndance, rather than totally focusing

on ca ing parents when studehtsWere absent SecOnd', it was-a flexiNe,.

em that included different schedples of
-

einforceme4t and different fre-
.

.quencie8 offolldv-up phone c lls as a function*.the stud9nt:s.persdhal
,

attendance record/ Third,; it, inVOlVed flose monitoring of studdnt absences

on a darto-day-basis4'

/
At the present time, the

.

Specific effects of-the attendanc program can=
, ' . .

not be cleaLy determined. Re licatibn of these progOdures is'cIearl/ ..

e
.

.

indicatedy It appears, however that4he simple and in4kpelsive procedwies
. ,

1 4*

ut in thi'Program have -ntial for'improving attendance in,stu-
,-,

dents with moderate, abse

0

ems.'p

1.2
.

.1.0=

. ."
;
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ABSnITEEISM.RATES

tlDNI A .13 C D

gepemtper 2 3 4-;5 6+

OkOber 3-4' 5-7 T3-10 11+

November
-..,

'5 -6 7-11
.

12-15 16+

December z 7-8 9-14. 15-20 21+

.- JanUary - . 8-10 11-19 20-25 26+

l'

, February 9-12,

4

14-21 22-30
.

31+

I march, -.. 11-14 15-25 26-35 36+

April 12-16 17-27

P

28-40 41+

P -

May 14-18 19-,32" 33-45
1

46+

JUne
.

15-20 '21-35
4
36-50 51+

Tapie:p1

Cumulative NumberDays Absent by Month

Alb

4

1-,
..

,

'Rate
.

Reinforce Every:

. . . .

' .

j Until.Student is in School for:. '

c.Then Go

to Rate:

D

.

4- e

3 consecutive days
that student is in ..

. .

school.

2 Consecutive weeks .of 0 absence
.

or

4 consecutive weeksc cf.1 Or less Absene,

-
'C.

.

.

>

... -.

. .

4 cqnsecutive day
'that StUdent ks.in
school. -

.
.

,2 consecutive weeks of 0 absence or

4 consecutive wee) of 1, or; less absence
.

,
- . .

.

B- '

LB-
.

f. ,.
..

5 consecutive days
thatthat student isin

, . -.

. school .

.
.

.

3consecutive weeks of 0 Absence or
,

4 consecutive weeks of 1 or less Absence
,

A

A
,a

. .

10'.dcritecutite days

that student-it in'
2sctiool , ,

4

.

4 consecutive weeks of.i.1 or less absence
.c.

4 .

a a L,

,

-.

--
-

'

--

20 consebutive days
that student -is: in

t
SC

k;

hQ01 .

.

qe '''- V--

2 consecutive months of -1 or less absence

. each month
. .

e
. .

_

..;,

.

--

.

Table 2
Schedule of pOsitive eihfiorcement

k,



n

1973-74 1974-75

S o , I X E so. Diff&ence

Academic 30 12.83 7.4 13.13 16.3 30

SOcial 32
.

13.87 10.9

_ .

10.96 . 11:2" -2.91

Control
-qr..

A 2
1,----,--

8.92 8.4 22.73 17.6
.,

+3.81
.

Table 3

'Mean Number' of Absences for 1973-74 and 1974-75

Group Number Improving Number Worse

Academic -

. ,

21

Social 22 le
V

Controlti
.

10 ,

_

15
.

Tabie 4 ,4--

Number of ,Students Improving prom 1973-74 to 1974-75

1 ACADtMiC SOCIAL CONTROL

SAT-Attendance1 +.52** +:25 -.2,2 .

SAT-GPA
2 - +.40* +.15. -.26

Attendance --GP? +.63** +.10 -.12

* p < .05
p < .01

1Significant diff,erence between Academic & Control (p;<' .01),
and significant-difference between Social & Control (p < .10y.

2Significant difference between Academic and Control (p < .01),
'and significant difference between Social and ,Control (p < .10).

3Significant difference betneenrAcademic and Control (p < .01),

and significant difference between Academic & Social (p < .05).

;

Table 5 '

, Correlations BetWeen SAT Reside Gain -Scores,

Attendance Residual Gain Scores, and GradePoint Average.
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1. The Ho Dom Teacher will take attendance. He/she will send the cards

of- e students mho are absept to the cafeteria at 8:50 .He/she will
those stuaentAWho are back in sChool after an absence for notes

4-rrom parents concernintj the absence. If the student does not have a

note from parents, the absence is considered unexcused. The teacher
will send-a list of students havirig unexcused absences the previous
day to,the guidance offipe. (Use previous day's Absentee List to

confirm.)

2. Five (5) unexcused days of zsences during a quarter (marking period)
will automatically fail a stu nt.

A

School

Attendance Policy

3. If a student is absent 3'consecuti days., the guidance secretary will

notify the nurse who will contact th 'home. The nurse will report
information Obtained from the hode to ue student's advisor.

dd.

4. After 3 daysof unexcused absences, the home will be contacted and
informed of failure policy - -by a"letter sent by guidance department

secretary.

5. After 15 days of excused absence during one marking period, a student
.

will be given.an INCOMPLETE as -a grade and work will have to be made
up to the teacher's satisfaction by the end of the next marking-period
or the INCOMPLETE will become an E (failure).
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